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“Steve's counsel has been a wonderful asset for Musella in the U.S, both as an importer and

marketer. I recommend that every export brand with plans for the U.S. read his book and learn

from the wealth of his practical advice."-Maddalena Pasqua di Bisceglie, doyenne of Musella

Winery,Famiglie dell'Amarone d'Arte“For new players entering the U.S. beverage alcohol

space, this book will save you countless hours… and money. It really simplifies the process of

navigating this industry and increasing your chances of success."-John Beaudette, CEO, MHW

Ltd.“As an exhaustive guide for entering the U.S. Wine market, international wine producers

who aren’t reading this book can start looking for another career."-Dr. Damien Wilson, Hamel

Chair of Wine Business, Sonoma State University
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Todd V, “Invaluable, illuminating, straightforward, and PACKED with information. The US

alcohol market is gigantic and worthwhile to approach, but it also features complicated

regulatory and distribution hurdles that must be overcome in the right way, in the right order.

And that's before you've even reached the consumer.Despite serving such a large market, the

US alcohol industry can be a fairly small community, meaning that the cost of naivety and

beginner mistakes can be high. This guide is your fastest route to grasping the basics, putting

you on stable footing for pitching importers or distributors or working a trade show.In it you'll

find:-An introduction to the complicated US import/distribution system, and tips for finding and

working with your distributor-A comprehensive to-do list for getting market ready that you can

prioritize to fit your needs-Charts that will help you calculate exactly how much your beverage

will retail for in each market-A list of trade publications that you can read daily to increase your

knowledge-A list of relevant trade shows-A list of relevant beverage competitions-A beginning-

to-end guide on how to get TTB approval for label (and liquid, if relevant)-Lists of necessary

information to include on trade-facing and consumer-facing information sheets/websites-Info on

online tools that will help you get found and help you or your distributor sell your product more

easilyYou will save the cost of this book with the time you save Googling for info in one day

alone.”

Ben Salisbury, “An indispensable must read for the wine & spirits industry. I guess there are

any number of people who could have written a book like this but, to my knowledge, no one

ever has. And even so, it’s unlikely they’d have assembled a more concise, value-laden and

practical instruction manual for succeeding in the hyper-competetive US market. It’s abundantly

clear Steve knows what he’s talking about and we’d all be very wise to listen. Thank you, Steve,

for this marvelous gift to the industry!”

Madison Lowel, “Great book!!!!. This is very well written and filled with great information. If



you're launching a brand or are just in the liquor industry there's so much to learn from this

book. Highly recommend!!!”

Dave Olsen, “Great resource. After speaking with Mr. Raye on the phone I purchased this book.

Thank you for sharing your wisdom.Reading this book is the first step towards success”

Deborah, “invaluable resource. It is clear that the author has drawn on many years of marketing

and business experience to provide a road map for anyone interested in penetrating the US

alcohol market. A daunting task to begin with, but Steve has broken it down into bite size

nuggets of information, peppered with helpful graphics and a Q and A format. I really

appreciated the clear, concise way the material was set out in a logical reference format.

Graphs, spreadsheets and bullet points made each section a valuable resource and clear,

candid language should be helpful to any foreign brand owner who wants to not just break into

the US market, but stay there.”

BARBOUZE, “Keep your spirits up!. Very detailed how to book for newcomers to the US

industry. Excellent refresher for others”

The book by Rene Reed has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 17 people have provided feedback.
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